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This book is based on a visit to Noto Hanto to meet the descendants of the
original villagers who performed "go jinyo daiko", which is a festival using
drums and masks. The book invites children to play and participate in the
storytelling through drum and rhythm participation.
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Editorial Review

From Publishers Weekly
Strikingly handsome cut-paper illustrations, reminiscent of David Wisniewski's work, light up the pages of
this dramatic picture book, based on a historical incident in ancient Japan. From the opening image of a drum
that protrudes onto the spread as theatrically as the nearby isles erupting from the Sea of Japan, this tale will
grab readers' attention. The villagers of Noto Hanto mark each change of season with the playing of the
drums. But when a covetous warlord threatens to invade the town, the drums take on a new role. As samurai
warriors approach, the villagers join forces to scare off their attackers with bonfires, monster masks
fashioned from bark and seaweed, and drums that "boomed like thunderADON kada DON kada DON DON
DON!" James (Sing for a Gentle Rain) parades a series of verbal images as colorful as they are powerful
(e.g., the village "points upward like a thumb into the Sea of Japan"), and her skillful use of onomatopoeia
conveys the differing timbres and types of drums. The text exudes a palpable energy that will spark inspired
read-aloud sessions. Tsukushi's artwork matches the intensity of the prose with fluidity of line and
complexity of composition. A samurai battleship sails against a blood-red sky, masked villagers dance wildly
by firelight and drummers sit in a circle concentric with the edge of the globe and the drum as they beat for
their livesAthe vividness of the spreads is nothing short of hypnotic. Wit triumphs over will in this splendid
picture book. Ages 4-8. (Sept.)
Copyright 1999 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From School Library Journal
Grade 2-5-A simply yet powerfully told tale of underdogs who triumph not by brawn but by courage and
ingenuity. In 1576, the people of Nabune, a prosperous village on the Noto Hanto peninsula in Japan, hear
that the warlord Kenshin is coming with several shiploads of samurai to attack them. Having few weapons,
they decide to try and trick their enemy. They gather all of the drums in the village, from the smallest to the
giant Taiko, which takes eight men to play it. They build bonfires and make monster masks from bark and
seaweed. When the ships approach the shore, the villagers don their masks, light their fires, beat their drums,
and dance in a frenzy until at last the samurai sail away, never to return. The suspense that builds as the
drums crescendo will have young listeners riveted. Tsukushi's cut-paper illustrations capture the time, place,
and mood of the story. A unique and interesting tale.
Grace Oliff, Ann Blanche Smith School, Hillsdale, NJ
Copyright 1999 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From Booklist
A Japanese-born artist makes her children's book debut with a set of attention-grabbing collages reminiscent
of David Wisniewski's boldly colored and gloriously dramatic compositions. Commemorating a 400-year-
old incident, still celebrated annually, in which Japanese villagers frightened off a fleet of invading samurai
with bells, drums, and monster masks constructed from bark and seaweed, James layers her strongly written
tale with percussive rattles and thunder, from the "ton ton ton ton tiki tiki tiki" of the small drums to the
eight-man Taiko's "DON DON DON DON," that "sounded like a mountain exploding." The heavy beat and
capering, fearsome-looking creatures create a wild rumpus that not only will have readers and viewers
pounding along but also brilliantly evokes the heart-stopping power of Japanese drumming. John Peters

Users Review

From reader reviews:

http://localhost/gp/feature.html/?docId=1000027801


Scott Barbour:

What do you concerning book? It is not important to you? Or just adding material when you need something
to explain what you problem? How about your time? Or are you busy person? If you don't have spare time to
perform others business, it is make one feel bored faster. And you have time? What did you do? Everybody
has many questions above. They have to answer that question since just their can do this. It said that about
book. Book is familiar on every person. Yes, it is suitable. Because start from on kindergarten until
university need that The Drums of Noto Hanto to read.

James Dorman:

This The Drums of Noto Hanto is great guide for you because the content that is certainly full of information
for you who all always deal with world and have to make decision every minute. That book reveal it data
accurately using great plan word or we can declare no rambling sentences inside it. So if you are read the
idea hurriedly you can have whole info in it. Doesn't mean it only offers you straight forward sentences but
challenging core information with beautiful delivering sentences. Having The Drums of Noto Hanto in your
hand like obtaining the world in your arm, info in it is not ridiculous just one. We can say that no e-book that
offer you world throughout ten or fifteen second right but this e-book already do that. So , this is certainly
good reading book. Hey there Mr. and Mrs. occupied do you still doubt that will?

Michael Martin:

Do you like reading a e-book? Confuse to looking for your best book? Or your book had been rare? Why so
many issue for the book? But any kind of people feel that they enjoy regarding reading. Some people likes
reading, not only science book but also novel and The Drums of Noto Hanto or even others sources were
given understanding for you. After you know how the fantastic a book, you feel would like to read more and
more. Science e-book was created for teacher or maybe students especially. Those ebooks are helping them
to bring their knowledge. In different case, beside science book, any other book likes The Drums of Noto
Hanto to make your spare time a lot more colorful. Many types of book like here.

Pedro Dillon:

A lot of guide has printed but it takes a different approach. You can get it by world wide web on social
media. You can choose the most beneficial book for you, science, comic, novel, or whatever by means of
searching from it. It is referred to as of book The Drums of Noto Hanto. You can contribute your knowledge
by it. Without causing the printed book, it can add your knowledge and make you actually happier to read. It
is most significant that, you must aware about book. It can bring you from one place to other place.
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